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Abstract- In this paper a problem of estimation and
recording of indexes of carriage rolling stock and the
developed automated method of the indexes recording are
considered. For solving this complex scientific and
practical problem it is suggested to develop information
database to a considerable degree allows increasing
efficiency of automated recording of information system
as a whole.
Keywords: Database, Indexes Recording, Indexes of
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I. INTRODUCTION
The automated system of planning and the account of
parameters of motor transport is the actual problem
facing to workers of the car enterprises. From the
decision of this scientific and practical problem,
efficiency and quality of the automated information
system as a whole appreciably depend is studied.
One of modern forms of organization of the
information is the special image organizing of databanks,
intended for maintenance of the centralized accumulation
and collective multi-purpose use of these data. Designing
of a control system by databases allows automating
process of machining of the data.
Now three basic models of data including relational,
network and hierarchical are developed. On the basis of
these three approaches big number DBMS is constructed.
For personal computers the relational approach has won.
It differs simplicity of basic concepts and severity of
mathematical bases. At the same time, introduction of
computers during a daily life of motor transportation
enterprises (MTE) forces to deal with problems of the
organization of databases. It stills more not enough, in
particular on motor transport. Interest to this rather than
perspective area of computing technology continues to
remain actual.
The basic preconditions of creation of databanks are
that elements of transport process in complex
interrelation among themselves. For maintenance of
adequate display of transport process, the whole
information
base
should
represent
uniform
interconnected. Required information related to the
participants of transport process, suppliers, consumers
and the motor transportation enterprises are crossed, that

results in significant duplication of the information.
Therefore, creation of uniform information base serves
reduction of redundancy of the stored data and
maintenance of repeated reference to the same data,
various participants of transport process.
II. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
At the decision of various problems of transport
process the general performance of data selection and
representation are necessary. For performance of these
functions the special system software is created.
The increase in mobility, flexibility of information
system concerns to advantages of the developed database.
Thus integrity, consistency of the data is easily
supervised. It represents the unified data set shared by
participants of transport process. Its problem includes
storage of the data required for management in a uniform
place, exception of redundancy of the data, and
minimization of probability of preservation of the
inconsistent data. The program is a part of a database
provides software for creation, loadings of inquiry,
updating of the data and dialogue with a database. In the
developed database input of the information is made on a
condition of car in settlement base daily.
III. SOLUTION METHODS
Calculations are conducted on the basis of two bases.
In the first base the information on a condition of car is
entered. For this purpose the information is represented in
the ciphered kind. Codes are garage numbers of cars and
organic numbers of drivers. The condition of car is
ciphered in the following kind:
Р is work on a line; B is the day off on the enterprise; П is
holidays; TO-2 is maintenance service of No 2; ТР is
operating repair; KР is presence on major overhaul; ОР is
pending repair; OC is pending write-offs; BВ is without
driver condition; НЗ as there are no applications for
transportations; Recreation Center as idle times on road
climatic conditions; БТ is without fuel; БА is without the
accumulator; БШ is without the trunk; ПС is leaving of
car.
A fragment of base for 15 days is submitted in the
Table 1. In the second base, daily data on a planned and
actual operating time of work of car is in Table 2.
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Table 1. A fragment of base for 15 days

Table 2. Daily data on a planned and actual operating time of work of car

On the basis of these databases of parameters the park
of car is paid off. It is necessary to notice that a part of
parameters of an estimation of quantity and quality is
used. The result includes non-comparable and erroneous
results. Correct definition of these parameters is the
actual problem facing to motor transportation enterprises
(MTE). In the submitted work results of the lead analysis
of parameters of the account, concrete operating
conditions of MTE are resulted and the specified
formulas of their calculation are offered. On motor
transport various parameters of an estimation of quantity
and quality, both the vehicle, and the motor transportation
enterprise are used.
The working system of MTE planning is accounted
and analyzed only by results of the executed volume of
transportations without taking into account a level of
quality indicators which engaged in erroneous noncomparable results. For solving the problems of planning
and management of transportation process, the great
value has the concrete operating conditions using of
correctly certain parameters and the accuracy.
The parameters to estimate a degree vehicles are used
concern to: factor of technical readiness of car α t , factor
of car release on a line α b , operating ratio of car park

α u , operating ratios of carrying capacity γ c and run β ,
average length leг and average distance of transportation
of

a

cargo

lcp ,

an

idle

time

of

car

under

loading/unloading t n − p , time in the order TH , technical
speed of movement vt and operational speed vэ .

To resulting the parameters of car working the related
parameters include: number the volume of transportations
Q , transport work P , run with a cargo LГ and the
general run Lo , productivity of car - hour development in
tons WQ and kilometer-tons W p .
Unfortunately, there is no uniform approach in
questions of terminology and calculation techniques and
economic parameters. So, for example, a number of
authors [1, 2, 3] identify list and inventory number of the
car consisting on balance MTE. Whereas, the structured
list of park covers the car intended for performance of
transportations under the established program. In
addition, the inventory quantity of car includes special
vehicles purpose, cars in the technical help, cranes, cars
in the linear control, etc.
The structured list of park includes the conditions in
operation Аэ , current Ар , major overhaul Акр or
pending it in all day, long maintenance service АTO and
in idle time Аn . The reasons of idle times can be absence
in shipping requests, drivers, operational materials (the
petroleum products, accumulators, and the trunk), bad
road, climatic conditions, etc.
It is necessary to note that at definition of some
parameters of park of car till now use such fuzzy
concepts as: days, cars, etc. It results in completely
deformed representations about use of car park for no
clearness of physical essence understanding of considered
laws. For example, factors of technical readiness, release
and its use for work of car is estimated in days, and run as
daily average, etc. The Concept day does not define the
valid degree of work of car, therefore factors of release
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and use of car do not reflect an essence of its use. It is
connected that MTE in conditions of operation and
different operating modes of calendar is used in the
working days.
Using of park of cars exchange depends on quantity
of cars suitable for transportation from operating mode
MTE, i.e. quantity of day working for the certain period
and business hours in day. Based on the experts
understanding that day does not reflect the car hovered
working and suggests operating ratio of park to apply
instead of the term factor of car release on line. Logically
such term is more correct, but it at all does not give an
opportunity to judge about degree of use of park. Besides,
it is necessary to note that the factor of technical
readiness is excluded from official accounts as a
parameter. Thus proceed from the assumption, that it as
though automatically is included with operating ratio of
park.
In our opinion to refuse the specified factors does not
follow. As the factor of technical readiness, it is a major
necessary factor for definition and maintenance of
industrial programs in performance for all categories of
maintenance, definition of the areas of zones, the
equipment, calculation of expenses of work, etc.
Formulas of definition of the specified factors are not
correct, because in the technically serviceable cars which
are not used for the organizational reasons they are not
taken into account. Besides, according to operating mode
MTE, the period of time when technically serviceable
cars is not issued on a line and not taken into account.
In [4] an estimation of parameters are used for car
park limits considering to factor of technical readiness
and operating ratio of the park and reflecting degree of
use of car during calendar time. Hence, it is not deprived
the above-stated lacks. Some authors assert that
imperfections of release factor are used calendar instead
of a rolling stock in the working days. The exception of
days off and holidays at the rate of factor of release for
those MTE where is organized only in the working days
of week, creates to their collectives more favourable
conditions.
There are also authors who consider that it is
necessary to refuse factor of release because of its
imperfection. In one they are right, the working technique
of definition of factor of release is really obsolete and
consequently demands carrying out of scientifically
proved analysis. The existing design procedure of release
factors cannot be recognized objective for non-reflecting
a real condition of operational conditions. Namely, the
completeness is stayed on time in each car and operating
mode MTE by quantity of changes.
For this purpose and in our opinion, it is necessary to
open essence and purpose of this factor. Firstly, it should
show what part of motor pool MTE is issued for work on
a line. Secondly, the factor should reflect and provide the
operating time in a line. Meanwhile, it is known that
duration the car in the working days changes in a wide
range, practically from 1 till 24 o'clock, and it results in
essential distortion of an actual state of affairs on
comparability.

As it turns out, the cars in the order TH within
working days are involuntarily equated MTE with various
finding time.
It is well-known that from duration of ordered time,
with other things being equal, results of car work
substantially depend on together with its volume of
repairing and maintenance service. Hence, from duration
of ordered time in direct dependence, there is also a
quantity of work which is necessary for enclosing to
collective MTE for the organization of satisfactory work
of car on a line.
Thus, the factor of car release should take into
account objectively in quantity and quality by collective
for its achievement. Therefore, at an estimation of car
using, it is necessary to sustain a condition of
comparability and more precisely reflect intensity of their
use. As a basis of comparability, the concretized common
established size of concept the car such as day of work
for all MTE or the resulted size can serve.
The factors are designed by a working technique
reflect only for number of the cars which are released on
a line. They do not reflect a situation of an outputof car
with delay and premature returning in MTE. Besides
under these formulas it is impossible to expect values for
such MTE which works in two and three replaceable
mode. If to count an output in each change, the number of
car in operation will be more listing. Hence, the existing
technique of estimation for a degree of car park cannot be
recognized objective.
The factor of technical readiness determines an
opportunity of car to make useful work. However
technically serviceable cars can stand idle for operational
and organizational technical reasons. These idle times are
not planned, and are consequence not quite satisfactory
work of departments of supply and operation of MTE.
Therefore it is offered to use two factors including
factor of technical readiness for an assessment of
technical service of MTE and factor of readiness of car in
operation, i.e. to performance of transportations by means
of which work is estimated, both technical service, and a
department of supply.
Factor of technical readiness of car for DK in
calendar days:
αTГ = АDТГ / ADx
(1)
АDТГ = ADx − АDТО − АDТР − АDKР
(2)
where АDТГ is days of technically serviceable cars; and
the parameters ADx , АDТО , АDТР , АDKР are days of stay
in a facilities in the maintenance service current and
major overhaul, respectively.
Factor of readiness of car in operation for a day is
defined as:
α ГЭ = АГЭ / АС
(3)
where АГЭ is cars ready for operation.
(4)
АГЭ = Ас − АТО − 2 − АТР − Акр − Амс
АC = АЭ + АТО − 2 + АТр + Акр + Амс + Аnо

(5)

where Амс is quantity the cars which are taking place in
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idle time for the material reasons for the lack of the
petroleum products, the trunk, accumulators; Аnо is
quantity of cars taking place in idle time, for the
organizational reasons because of absence: drivers,
applications for transportations and way-climatic
conditions.
Factor of readiness of car to operation for Dк
calendar days is:
α ГЭ = АDГЭ / АDх
(6)
For definition of car list number on MTE count
number of days and stay at the enterprise of existing,
acting and leaving car:
Ac = [ Ан Dк + АDПР − АDВыб ] / Dх = АDОб / Dх
(7)
where Ан is number of car by the beginning of the
considered planned period of unit; Dк is Calendar
number of days in the considered period; АDПР , АDВыб
are the car days of stay on MTE accordingly again acting
and written off car and АDОб is the general number of
the car days of stay on MTE list park, in the considered
period.
In view of the factor of time for definition of actual
value factor of technical readiness, it is necessary to use
the following formula for one car:
Dx

αТ = ∑ TТ Γ i / (24 Dх )
i =1

(8)

where TТ Γ i is time of service of car in i-day, hour and
Dх is inventory days of stay of car in MTE.
For MTE for a day:
Ac

αТ = ∑ TTГj qнj / (24 AC qнj )
j =1

(9)

For MTE for Dх days:
AC Dx

AC

j =1 i =1

j =1

αТ = ∑ ∑ TTГij q j / (∑ 24 Dx q j )

(10)

where Dх and ADx are cars days of staying the car in a
facility service, respectively.

The cars days of a presence that car in a facilities is
determined by:
AC

ADx = ∑ D j

(11)

j =1

The factor of car release on a line is determined from
ADэ as the relation of the car working days and ADx as
days of car presence in facilities.
Dэ

α в = ∑ Tni / (24 Dxi − Dнпi )
i =1

(12)

For group of car for a day:
Aэ

α в = α u ∑ Tнj / (24 Au )
j =1

(13)

For group of car for Dэ days:
Aэ Dэ

Au

j =1 i =1

j =1

α в = ∑ ∑ Tнij / ∑ (24 Dx − Dнnj )

(14)

The degree of car using and all parks are estimated by
operating ratios during calendar time, and working hours
in factor of release. For separate car these factors should
be determined for groups of car under the following
formulas. For separate car
Dэ

α и = ∑ TНi / (24 Dx )
i =1

(15)

For group of car for Dэ days:
Aэ Dэ

Aи

j =1 i =1

j =1

α и = ∑ ∑ Tнij / ∑ (24 Dx )

(16)

Average time of car staying in the order is determined
from expression:
n

Т н = АЧ э / АDэ ∑ АDэs Т нs
s =1

(17)

where АЧ э is the car hours of operation; АDэ is total
quantity days of car working and Т нs is operation time s
(in hour) for groups of car on the average for a day.
In the conclusion, it is necessary to note that in the
question of transportation process management, with the
purpose of increasing the accepted decisions efficiency,
the great value accuracy of determined technicaloperational parameters is required. The suggested method
allows solving the specified questions correctly. Results
of calculations for suggested method are submitted in
Table 3.

Table 3. Results of calculations for suggested method

Application of daily automatic processing enables to

determine the factors of technical and operational
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readiness as well as the factors of release and use of car
parking, to organize the detailed both all-round operative
account and also analysis of performance of the plan of
ordered time using as: on car, on marks of car,
motorcades and on the motor transportation enterprise.
The database allows watching the organization of
drivers working which consists in establishment of an
operating mode and scheduling the output of working
style considering the working hours. It is useful to carry
out the requirements of the labour legislation for daily
and monthly working duration hours. The daily
accounting time fulfilled by the drivers in the established
duration, but total time for a month should not be more
than monthly working hours as 41 hours per five-day or
six-day working per week.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Summarizing the represented research makes the
following conclusions.
1. The developed base alongside the automatic account,
allows accepting the decision to watch a course of
performance of planned targets on the basic technicaloperational parameters, to reveal presence of losses and
reserves, and, hence, is duly to take necessary measures
in the current month.
2. The methods, information, program and technical base
of the automatic systems of dispatching management are
developed by technological processes of transportations
of cargoes. Thus, the software of the developed
automated control system is implied for three basic
purposes have been put including the maximum
simplification of accounting process; clearing the
dispatcher of performance necessity of routine operations
of car fixation condition, i.e. liberation of its intelligence
and the maximum acceleration of planning process of the
accounting and definition of parameters of car parking.
3. Due to application of computer facilities for deeper
analysis of the information used for management it is
provided in comparison with manual methods. Labour
productivity of the workers is raised with processing of

the information considerably. This paper is a fragment of
the developed automatic system of dispatching
management.
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